InfoSystems Integrated

Axys License Optimization
& Tracking (aLOT)
Does your firm have enough Axys licenses, or too many?
Validate your ongoing Axys user requirements.

aLOT clearly indicates Axys usage.

aLOT was designed to help Axys users validate their Axys
licensing requirements and make better use of the licenses
they maintain with Advent Software. By default, Axys license
usage is difficult to gauge, as Advent’s prepackaged tool to
determine license usage falls short of the task. Through the
use of aLOT, Axys users are able to better understand who is
in Axys at any given time and optimize the usage of their
Axys licenses.

The aLOT program loads a traffic light icon on the taskbar to
provide up-to-date information on how many of your Axys
licenses are available. A green light indicates that more than
half of your licenses are available; a yellow light tells you that
less than half of your licenses are available; and red light
means that no licenses are available. Equipped with this info,
your users know whether they are preventing other users
from getting into Axys.

Are your Axys users idle?

At any time, Axys users can click on the aLOT task bar icon to
see who else is using Axys. Using aLOT at your firm enables
your users to cooperatively share the licenses you have
without needing to communicate directly about whether
they are using Axys; however, if they still need to talk about
licenses, they can clearly see who is using Axys and contact
those users directly.

aLOT places Axys users in three fundamental groups, and
rule-based logic is used to optimize license usage. The first
group, reserved for system use, is never bothered about
licensing. The second group - typically the investment
operations group - is warned when they are idling in Axys,
but never kicked out without their consent. The third group,
likely your sales team and executives, are warned when they
are idling in Axys and given sufficient time to respond; if they
do not respond in the time allotted, their Axys sessions are
terminated, freeing up valuable licenses for other users at
your office.

aLOT is an instrumental tool for managers that can be used
to easily validate whether your firm has enough licenses, or
too many. Stop paying more than you should for Axys
licenses.

Download a free trial today.
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